Introduction {#sec1-2331216519870942}
============

The auditory cortex exerts its influence on peripheral hearing mechanisms via feedback loops. This feedback enables fine-tuning of bottom-up signal encoding ([@bibr48-2331216519870942]; [@bibr52-2331216519870942]; [@bibr75-2331216519870942]; [@bibr100-2331216519870942]; [@bibr102-2331216519870942]). The final leg in this feedback loop is the medial olivocochlear reflex (MOCR) in the brainstem. The MOCR inhibits outer hair cell (OHC) activity in the cochlea, reducing the OHC gain ([@bibr34-2331216519870942]; [@bibr55-2331216519870942]; [@bibr91-2331216519870942]; [@bibr99-2331216519870942]). Among other putative MOCR functions, this gain reduction is thought to aid signal detection in noise (for reviews, see [@bibr38-2331216519870942]; [@bibr59-2331216519870942]). The role of the MOCR in signal detection in noise is particularly relevant for children who complain of listening difficulties (LiD). These children are typically referred to audiology clinics for an auditory processing disorder (APD) evaluation as difficulty listening in noisy environments, despite clinically normal audiograms, is their primary complaint ([@bibr25-2331216519870942]). The goal of this study is to determine whether the MOCR activity is different in children with LiD given MOCR's putative role in aiding signal detection in noise.

On one hand, prior studies, including ours, have shown small but significantly reduced MOCR function in individuals with LiD or other developmental delays when compared with their typical controls ([@bibr13-2331216519870942]; [@bibr33-2331216519870942]; [@bibr71-2331216519870942]). On the other hand, musicians, known for their exceptional auditory abilities, including speech-in-noise ([@bibr70-2331216519870942]; [@bibr73-2331216519870942]; [@bibr93-2331216519870942]), demonstrate larger than typical MOCR activity ([@bibr18-2331216519870942]; [@bibr64-2331216519870942]; [@bibr74-2331216519870942]). However, neither the superior MOCR function ([@bibr94-2331216519870942]) nor the speech-in-noise perception in musicians ([@bibr12-2331216519870942]; [@bibr60-2331216519870942]; [@bibr82-2331216519870942]) is fully reconciled across studies. Notwithstanding, it is conceivable that MOCR function exists in a continuum, with the lower end occupied by individuals with LiD and the higher end by individuals such as musicians. Therefore, in addition to the posited role of MOCR in unmasking signals in noise, it is tempting to postulate that the MOCR may play a role in LiD. Indeed, the working hypothesis of the studies that typically investigate MOCR function in LiD is that a compromised MOCR function could potentially contribute to their speech-in-noise difficulties. However, evidence for this hypothesis has been marked with controversy as other groups have failed to demonstrate a compromised MOCR function in children or adults with LiD ([@bibr24-2331216519870942]; [@bibr26-2331216519870942]). Further, many studies that report a significant difference suffer from methodological issues.

All LiD-MOCR studies use otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) to index MOCR, but their experimental procedures vary greatly. A review of the extant literature is presented in [Table 1](#table1-2331216519870942){ref-type="table"}, similar to that previously reported by [@bibr65-2331216519870942]. It is evident that several studies lack critical safeguards against common pitfalls related to OAE-based MOCR assays such as control for the middle ear muscle reflex (MEMR) and the use of high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) criteria. The discrepancies among findings and the lack of rigor in several previous OAE-based LiD-MOCR studies cloud our inferences in determining whether MOCR plays a role in LiD. Furthermore, despite the fairly large number of studies investigating the LiD-MOCR relationship, no previous studies have assayed the bilateral MOCR and are limited to assaying only the contralateral MOCR pathway. The contralateral MOCR bundle includes only the uncrossed fibers, that is, axons of the MOC neurons on the same side as the test ear and not the crossed fibers (see [@bibr38-2331216519870942] for a review). Thus, a test of the contralateral MOCR provides only information about one third to half of the MOC neurons situated on one side of the brainstem ([@bibr20-2331216519870942]; [@bibr54-2331216519870942]). In addition, recent OAE-based MOCR studies in humans suggest that the ipsilateral and contralateral MOCR pathways may function differently depending on the bandwidth of the elicitor and the test frequency ([@bibr57-2331216519870942]). Therefore, it is prudent to test both ipsilateral and contralateral MOCR pathways to fully understand MOCR function. Table 1.Summary of Studies Investigating the MOCR--LiD Relationship.StudyStudy group (*n* = study group sample size)If APD, test battery used and diagnostic criteria?OAE protocolMOCR elicitorSNR criteriaControl for MEMRMOCR findings[@bibr96-2331216519870942]Learning impairment (*n* = 14)NAOAE type: CEOAE Click levels: five: 60 to 72 in 3 dB peSPL steps Click rate: 50 HzBBN at 30 dB SLUnknownNone reportedEquivalent Attenuation (EA) method was used to calculate MOCR inhibition, which suggest weaker MOCR in children with learning impairment.[@bibr71-2331216519870942]APD (*n* = 15)Competing sentences test, SPIN test, masking level differences, gap detection, auditory brainstem response, TEOAE, immittance testing, and acoustic reflex testing. Diagnosis of APD based on Bellis (1996)---fail in ≥1 test + symptoms of APDOAE type: CEOAE Click level: 74 dB peSPL Click rate: 50 HzBBN at 40 dB SL≥3 dB in three of four frequency bandsNone reportedGreater proportion of children in the APD group had MOCR inhibition \<1 dB. Larger group difference in the later time window (8--20 ms) versus earlier time window (2.5--20 ms)[@bibr8-2331216519870942]Selective mutism (*n* = 16)NAOAE type: CEOAE Click level: 74 dB peSPL Click rate: unknownBBN at 40 dB SLLikely ≥3 dB in three of four frequency bandsNone reported. But 9/16 in the study group had absent MEMR re: only 2/16 in the control group.No group difference was found for the left ear, although a group difference was found for the right ear.[@bibr26-2331216519870942]Specific language impairment (*n* = 18)NAOAE type: CEOAE Click level: 60 dB peSPL Click rate: 50 HzBBN at 65 dB SPLUnknownNone reportedNo group differences[@bibr83-2331216519870942]APD (*n* = 36); two subgroups of APD were determined by children scoring \< or \>68% in a monosyllabic SPIN test.Staggered spondaic wordlist (SSW), pediatric speech intelligibility, nonverbal dichotic test, SPIN, sound localization, and verbal and nonverbal sequential memory test. Diagnostic criteria not reportedOAE type: CEOAE Click level: 60 dB peSPL in the linear click mode of the ILO88 and a variable level of 60 to 80 across subjects in the nonlinear click mode Click rate: unknownBBN at 60 dB SPLUnknownNone reportedNo group difference was found, but children in the APD group had greater number of qualitatively determined instances of MOCR inhibition. This assessment was based on consistency of a positive MOCR inhibition (at least two out of three).[@bibr97-2331216519870942]Reading disability (*n* = 23)NAOAE type: CEOAE Click level: 5 levels (57 to 69 dB SPL in 3 dB steps) Click rate: 50 HzBBN (speech-like) at 30 dB SL4 dBNone reportedNo group differences were found in MOCR magnitude measured using the EA method. But children in the study group demonstrated larger left ear asymmetry. This left asymmetry shifted to right in some children following an audiovisual training paradigm with a parallel improvement in reading.[@bibr22-2331216519870942]APD (*n* = 50)Altered figure-background abilities and auditory closure as identified by SPIN and alternate dichotic dissyllable (SSW) test.OAE type: CEOAE Click level: 64 dB peSPL Click rate: 50 HzBBN at 60--65 dB SPL0--5 dBNone reportedNo group differences were found.[@bibr33-2331216519870942]Learning disability in adults (*n* = 18)NAOAE type: CEOAE Click level: 60 dB peSPL Click rate: 50 HzBroadband speech spectrum noise at 60 dB SPL3 dBAll participants had acoustic reflex threshold at a level higher than the MOCR elicitor.Individuals in the study group showed enhancement of CEOAEs in the right ear and inhibition in the left ear. The opposite effect and no enhancements were found for the control group.Yalçinkaya et al. (2010)Listening problem (*n* = 12)Listening problems were based on an unpublished list of questions pertaining to observation of children's listening behavior.OAE type: CEOAE Click level: 83 dB peSPL Click rate: unknownSpeech noise at 40 dB SL3 dBAll participants had acoustic reflex threshold at a level higher than the MOCR elicitor.Inhibition at 1 and 2 kHz in the right ear and at 2 kHz in the left ear showed significantly lower MOCR in the study group. The baseline CEOAE level in the controls was also significantly higher.[@bibr24-2331216519870942]APD (*n* = 8)SSW, auditory fusion test-revised, words in ipsilateral competition, pitch pattern sequence test, and filtered speech. Diagnosis was based on ASHA (2005) criteria, that is, fail in at least two tests by scoring \>2SD out of the normative rangeOAE type: DPOAE (2f1-f2) Primary tone levels (L1/L2): 60/55 dB SPL f2 was fixed at 2, 3, and 4 kHz and f1 was sweptBBN at 60 dB SPLAn *F* test was used to determine whether the OAE was significantly different from noise.All participants had acoustic reflex threshold at a level higher than the MOCR elicitor.No group differences were found.Canale et al. (2013)Dyslexia and APD (*n* = 17)Group statistics show lower scores for the study group in three of four behavioral test (time-compressed word test, distorted speech test, and dichotic speech test). No group difference was found for low-pass filtered word test, and no individual APD diagnosis was made.OAE type: DPOAE (2f1-f2) Primary tone levels (L1/L2): 60/50 dB SPL f2 was fixed at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 kHz at f2/f1 ratio of 1.22BBN at 60 dB SPL3 dBNone reportedMOCR-mediated change in DPOAE (ΔDPOAE) was significant only in the control group. No group comparisons were reported for ΔDPOAE.[@bibr13-2331216519870942]APD and suspected APD (*n* = 23)Same as [@bibr24-2331216519870942]OAE type: stimulus frequency OAE Probe level: 40 dB SPL Probe frequencies: ∼1 kHzBBN at 60 dB SPL10 dBA click-based MEMR test ruled out activation of MEMR in addition to including participants with MEMR thresholds \> 70 dB SPL.Group differences in MOCR magnitude and cochlear tuning were found.[@bibr79-2331216519870942]Specific language impairment (*n* = 13) and poor SPIN scores (*n* = 14)NAOAE type: CEOAE Click level: 60 dB peSPL Click rate: unknownBBN at 60 dB SPLUnknownThe elicitor was presented at level where MEMR is unlikely to be activated, but MEMR thresholds of participants were not reported.Both study groups showed reduced MOCR inhibition relative to controls.Iliadou et al. (2018)Learning disability (*n* = 52). This group was separated into subgroups with low or high SPIN scores in left or right ears.NAOAE type: CEOAE Click level: 60 dB peSPL Click rate: 49.1 HzBBN, level not reported6 dBNone reportedGroup comparisons for MOCR were not reported as the goal of this study was to delineate relationship between MOCR and SPIN. Some time windows showed significant correlations between MOCR and SPIN in their abnormal SPIN group.[^1]

To further our understanding of the role of the MOCR in LiD, in the present study, we comprehensively evaluated MOCR function in two experiments. In the first experiment, we measured bilateral MOCR using click-evoked OAEs (CEOAEs) in children with LiD and their typically developing (TD) peers. We hypothesized that bilateral MOCR activity is compromised in children with LiD. We predicted that children with LiD will demonstrate, in addition to reduced MOCR functioning, deviant binaural interaction of the MOCR. This prediction is based on our prior work that demonstrated an intriguingly lower MOCR--binaural interaction component (mBIC) in typical children compared with adults ([@bibr16-2331216519870942]). In addition, individuals with LiD and related disorders have been reported to demonstrate reduced binaural interaction assessed using both behavioral and electrophysiological methods (BIC; [@bibr36-2331216519870942]; [@bibr81-2331216519870942]). In the second study, we compared contralateral noise-elicited MOCR activity as measured using three different OAE types (CEOAEs, stimulus frequency \[SF\] OAEs, and distortion product \[DP\] OAEs) in the LiD and TD groups. We hypothesized that the difference in generation mechanisms of OAEs and the relative stimulus levels influence MOCR measurement ([@bibr2-2331216519870942]). We predicted that the differences in MOCR estimation across OAE types will lead to a group/OAE type interaction.

Materials and Methods {#sec2-2331216519870942}
=====================

Participants {#sec3-2331216519870942}
------------

In Study 1, 47 children in the age range of 7 to 17 years took part. Twenty-one were TD children (TD group; mean age: 11.4 ± 2.4 years; 13 females), and 26 children were referred to our in-house audiology clinic with LiD (LiD group; age = 9.9 ± 2.8 years; 7 females). In Study 2, a total of 72 children in the same age range as Study 1 participated. The 47 children who took part in Study 1 also took part in Study 2. There were 25 TD children (age = 11.4 ± 2.7 years, 14 females) and 47 children in the LiD group (age = 9.6 ± 2.6 years, 9 females).

Screening {#sec4-2331216519870942}
---------

All children had hearing thresholds of 20 dB HL or better at octave intervals between 0.25 and 8 kHz (GSI-61, Grason-Stadler Inc., MN) and normal middle ear function as determined by clinical tympanometry: type-A tympanogram, middle ear pressure between ±50 daPa, and static compliance between 0.3 and 1.5 mmho (GSI-TympStar, Grason-Stadler Inc., MN). All children also had contralateral acoustic reflex thresholds \>70 dB HL for steady-state broadband noise. Children also underwent a screening DPOAE measurement (Integrity v-500, Vivosonic Inc., ON) to confirm the presence of OAEs. Screening OAEs were performed with primary tones (f1/f2) presented at 65/55 dB sound pressure level (SPL) between 0.75 to 6 kHz in half-octave intervals.

APD Testing {#sec5-2331216519870942}
-----------

Children in the LiD group underwent an APD test battery similar to that used by [@bibr13-2331216519870942]; [@bibr14-2331216519870942]). Briefly, this procedure included three standard clinical tests---the staggered spondaic word test (SSW; [@bibr46-2331216519870942]), words in ipsilateral competition (WIC; [@bibr43-2331216519870942]), and pitch pattern sequence test (PPT; [@bibr76-2331216519870942])---and two adaptive psychoacoustic tests---gap detection test (GDT) and difference limen for frequency (DLF). The two psychoacoustic tests were developed in-house and employed a three-alternative forced-choice paradigm based on the methods proposed by [@bibr68-2331216519870942] and explained in detail in [@bibr3-2331216519870942]. All tests were administered in accordance with their respective manuals and were interpreted according to published age-specific normative data.

There were a total of 47 children in the LiD group when pooled across the two studies. Of this 47 children with LiD, 32 were diagnosed as having APD, that is, scored two standard deviations (SDs) below the normative expectation in at least two tests ([@bibr6-2331216519870942]). Of the 15 children who did not obtain the diagnosis, 11 children failed in one test, and 4 children passed all tests. In both studies, irrespective of the diagnosis of APD, all children referred to our clinic for LiD were grouped together in the LiD group in line with our previous studies (e.g., [@bibr13-2331216519870942], [@bibr14-2331216519870942]). We also chose to use the term *listening difficulties* in place of APD because it captures children with APD and children who passed the test battery but still complain of LiD.

OAE Recording Setup {#sec6-2331216519870942}
-------------------

All stimuli were digitally generated in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc, MA) and played through a digital-to-analog converter (National Instruments 6289 m-series, TX) at a sampling rate of 32 kHz to three separate programmable attenuators (PA5; Tucker-Davis Technologies, FL) that controlled the output signal levels. The PA5 analog outputs were power amplified (SA1; Tucker-Davis Technologies, FL) and fed to three separate ER-2 loudspeakers (Etymotic Research Inc, IL). Clicks, tones, and the ipsilateral MOCR elicitor were presented via two ER-2 s coupled to an ER10B+ (Etymotic Research Inc, IL) probe assembly that was inserted flush to the participants' test ear canal opening (ipsilateral-channel) using a flexible plastic tip. An additional ER-2 delivered the contralateral MOCR elicitor in the opposite ear (contralateral channel) coupled to the ear using a single-use foam tip. This signal-to-channel mapping for both studies, and across OAE types, is illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1.Schematic representation and temporal sequence of events for all OAE types employed in the study: (a) forward-masked CEOAE, (b) CEOAE, (c) SFOAE, and (d) DPOAE. Channels (Ch) indicate separate physical transducers: I = ipsilateral and C = contralateral. Numbers in the figure are duration (ms) of each epoch and trial across OAE types. Note that the sizes of each element in the figure are made disproportionate to their duration to show shorter events clearly.CEOAE = click-evoked otoacoustic emissions; SFOAE = stimulus frequency otoacoustic emissions; DPOAE = distortion product otoacoustic emissions.

Stimuli were calibrated using a Type-2250 sound level meter (Bruël and Kjær, Denmark) and an ear simulator Type-4157 (IEC 711; Bruël and Kjær, Denmark). Further details regarding calibration are provided separately for each OAE type later. Responses were recorded using the microphone in the ER-10B+ probe system with the preamplifier gain set at +40 dB. The recorded signal was then fed to a bandpass filter (Frequency Devices Inc., IL) that filtered responses from 0.4 to 10 kHz and applied a further 20 dB gain. The filtered responses were digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (National Instruments 6289 m-series, TX) that applied another 6 dB of gain prior to conversion. Stimulus delivery and response acquisition were controlled using custom programs developed in LabView (National Instruments, TX).

Stimuli and Response Characteristics {#sec7-2331216519870942}
------------------------------------

The temporal order of stimulus presentation for all OAE types is illustrated in their respective panels in [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}. Stimulus levels for all OAE types were chosen to maximize OAE amplitude while minimizing the possibility of the OAE stimulus evoking the ipsilateral MOCR ([@bibr17-2331216519870942]; [@bibr40-2331216519870942]) and the MEMR ([@bibr40-2331216519870942]). All OAE evoking stimuli were presented in "blocks," the duration of which varied across the three OAE types (see [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}). Block durations were dictated by (a) the need to fit an integer number of cycles (for tonal stimuli) within a block that was compatible with our hardware setup and (b) the minimum duration that was long enough to elicit a sustained MOCR activity. Blocks, with and without elicitors, were concatenated to make a "trial" that was repeated several times (varied across OAEs) to obtain robust OAEs. The shorter block and trial arrangement offers protection against slow drifts that may affect OAEs obtained separately with and without elicitor in one long presentation ([@bibr35-2331216519870942]; [@bibr39-2331216519870942]; [@bibr40-2331216519870942]).

### CEOAE stimuli and response {#sec8-2331216519870942}

The CEOAE stimuli and response characteristics used in both studies (1 and 2) are similar to our prior work ([@bibr16-2331216519870942]). Briefly, CEOAE were evoked using unfiltered clicks, 93.75 μs in duration, presented at 55 dB peak equivalent (pe)SPL and at a rate of 41.67 Hz. This click rate translated to an "epoch" (click and CEOAE combination) duration of 24 ms. An iso-voltage calibration was performed to set the click level in an IEC 711 ear simulator. CEOAEs and noise metrics were obtained in the time window 5--20 ms post click presentation and digitally bandpass filtered from 0.6 to 6 kHz using a fourth-order zero delay Butterworth filter. Epochs with root-mean-squared (RMS) amplitudes that were two SDs above the mean (within-individual) were rejected. Response reliability was estimated by the correlation between consecutive epochs separated into two buffers. While noise was estimated as the standard deviation (SD) between the two buffers, CEOAE was the mean of the two buffers. Noise and CEOAE waveforms were Fourier transformed, and the magnitudes between 0.6 and 6 kHz were used to estimate the SNR at each frequency. CEOAE frequencies with SNR \< 12 dB were not included in the spectral average. Results of some of the data quality metrics used in the study are provided in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}. In [Figure 2(a)](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}, the distribution of SNR across OAE types and groups is plotted. After rejection of data below 12 dB SNR, the median SNR across OAE types was around 20 dB, except for the reflection type DPOAEs where it was around 15 dB. This pattern is expected because DPOAE reflection emission is evoked by much lower stimulus level, by the wavelets that emanate from the f2 place ([@bibr44-2331216519870942]; [@bibr205-2331216519870942]). Nonetheless, all these SNR levels are conducive for reliable estimation of the MOCR ([@bibr35-2331216519870942]). In [Figure 2(b)](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}, the distribution of the percentage of data rejected (frequency points after Fourier transformation of the response) due to the presence of enhancements, as opposed to inhibition due to the presence of MOCR elicitor, is plotted across OAE types and groups. To further demonstrate such enhancements, a representative sample (from one participant in the TD group) of CEOAE spectra is provided in [Figure 2(c)](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}. The frequencies where the magnitude of the CEOAE in the with-noise condition is higher than the baseline are highlighted with orange circles. These highlighted data points were not included in the MOCR calculation to avoid changes in the CEOAE magnitude potentially arising from spurious phase/level-related changes. Further discussion on this topic is included in the Discussion section (3. Reliability of MOCR methods and enhancements in OAE magnitude). Figure 2.Data quality metrics. Data are plotted as violin plots in Panels (a) and (b). In Panel (a), the distribution of SNR across OAE types (from both studies) is plotted. In Panel (b), the distribution of data rejected due to enhancements in OAE level is plotted. In both panels, the "violin" colors differentiate the OAE types. For each color, darker shades are data from the TD group, and lighter shades are from the LiD group. The shape of the violin is based on the kernel density distribution fitted to the data ([@bibr41-2331216519870942]). Included within each violin are traditional box plots where the white circle is the median, the thick black line around the white circle is the interquartile range, and the thin black line is the data range. The horizontal, colored, line is the mean. Individual colored circles within each violin are raw data. The OAE types are presented as *x* axis labels in both panels. CEOAE 1 and 2 are CEOAEs from Studies 1 and 2, respectively. CEOAE 1 is the mean of all three literalities from Study 1. DPOAE~m~ is mixed DPOAE, DPOAE~d~ is distortion component, and DPOAE~r~ is reflection component of the DPOAE. In Panel (c), a representative CEOAE sample from one participant (TD group) in the baseline and with-noise conditions, and the noise floor + 12 dB (original noise floor is 12 dB below the dashed line) is presented. Enhancements are highlighted with orange filled circles. Data points below the noise floor + 12 dB line and those with enhancements were rejected.SNR = signal-to-noise ratio; OAE = otoacoustic emissions; CEOAE = click-evoked otoacoustic emissions; SFOAE = stimulus frequency otoacoustic emissions; DPOAE = distortion product otoacoustic emissions; SPL = sound pressure level.

MOC inhibition of CEOAEs (explained later) obtained in Pascals was expressed as normalized (re: baseline CEOAE amplitude) percent change in CEOAE level (ΔCEOAE). While CEOAE experiments in both studies (1 and 2) used the same click and elicitor, their duration and order of presentation varied.

#### Study 1: Forward-masked-CEOAEs {#sec9-2331216519870942}

To obtain ipsilateral and bilateral MOC inhibition of CEOAEs, we used a forward masking paradigm like [@bibr16-2331216519870942]. In this method, as illustrated in [Figure 1(a)](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} for the middle three blocks, the elicitor was presented first to activate the MOCR, and the OAE evoking clicks followed a 2-ms gap for the next 96 ms. The 96-ms long block contained four click epochs that were 24 ms apart (41.67 Hz). This arrangement was chosen to capture the majority of the MOC inhibitory effect that has a decay time of at least 100 ms (Backus & [@bibr38-2331216519870942]). MOCR elicitors were uniform broadband noise presented at 60 dB SPL for 478 ms duration ([@bibr11-2331216519870942]; [@bibr16-2331216519870942]) with 20 ms onset/offset ramps to avoid startle responses. A single "trial" contained five click blocks where the first and last blocks served as baselines and the middle three blocks captured the forward-masked ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral MOCR activity, respectively. Trials were repeated 400 times to acquire 1,600 click epochs (4 clicks × 400 repetitions) in each block. All click epochs within a block were averaged to obtain an average CEOAE. However, because there were two baselines (first and last block), there were twice (3,200) the number of click epochs in the baseline condition. In addition to estimating CEOAE across lateralities, we also calculated the mBIC. The mBIC, like its electrophysiological counterpart (BIC), is calculated by subtracting the bilateral MOCR effects (ΔCEOAE) from the sum of unilateral MOCR effects.

#### Study 2: Contralateral MOCR activation {#sec10-2331216519870942}

CEOAEs in Study 2 were obtained using the traditional contralateral MOCR elicitor method. Here, the blocks were 2.544 s long and contained 106 click epochs. As illustrated in [Figure 1(c)](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}, one block was presented with the contralateral elicitor and the other without. The two blocks were separated by 0.528-second silent gaps to allow the MOCR to return to baseline functioning (Backus & [@bibr38-2331216519870942]). Trials were repeated 20 times to acquire 2,120 click epochs for both with- and without-noise blocks. The difference in the number of clicks obtained between Studies 1 and 2 was largely due to time restrictions as Study 1 took much longer to complete. In our experience, typically, around 1,000 clicks are sufficient to obtain CEOAEs with high enough SNR for MOCR measurements. Therefore, both studies have an adequate number of click epochs to obtain high-quality CEOAEs. Also, as evident from [Figure 2(a)](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}, the SNR distributions of CEOAEs obtained in the two studies seem to overlap considerably.

### SFOAE stimulus and response {#sec11-2331216519870942}

Probe tones presented at 40 dB SPL in the frequency range between 0.928 to 1.248 kHz at 16 Hz intervals were used to evoke SFOAEs. This frequency region, approximately representing the 1 kHz region, was chosen based on prior evidence for larger MOCR activity ([@bibr57-2331216519870942]; [@bibr105-2331216519870942]). Intracochlear suppressor tones corresponding to each probe-tone (where, suppressor frequency = probe frequency + 16 Hz) with linear rise/fall ramps of 50 ms duration and 60 dB SPL in level were used according to the suppression method ([@bibr19-2331216519870942]; [@bibr37-2331216519870942]) to extract SFOAEs using discrete Fourier transforms. As illustrated in [Figure 1(b)](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}, the probe was presented continuously for the duration of one trial with three blocks. While the probe and the probe and suppressor combination in the first two blocks were used to extract baseline SFOAE, the probe and suppressor (second block) and the probe and contralateral elicitor (third block) combination provided the MOCR inhibited SFOAE. The difference in SFOAE magnitude between the first and last blocks provided the SFOAE-estimated MOCR magnitude. Like CEOAEs, SFOAE-estimated MOCR was expressed in Pascals to obtain a normalized (re: baseline SFOAE level) percent change metric (ΔSFOAE). Each trial was repeated at least five times to obtain reliable SFOAEs. Data quality was monitored both online and offline. Based on the online analysis, additional epochs were recorded for every noisy epoch (if RMS amplitude exceeded 0 dB SPL in 0.5 to 0.9 kHz band), for clipped epochs, or if the SNR was lower than 9 dB. Offline, epochs with RMS amplitude larger than mean + 2 × SD were rejected prior to data analysis. The RMS levels of the tones and the elicitor were calibrated in the IEC 711 coupler. In addition, an in-the-ear calibration of the tones was carried out before every measurement to produce the desired SPL in the ear canal at the probe tip.

### DPOAE stimulus and response {#sec12-2331216519870942}

The primary tones, f1 (from 1231 Hz to 2462 Hz), and f2 (from 1502 Hz to 3003 Hz) were swept exponentially from their respective start to endpoints at the rate of 8 s/octave. The frequency difference between the primaries was maintained at a constant ratio (f2/f1) of 1.22 and levels (L1/L2) at 60/50 dB SPL producing a corresponding 2f1-f2 DPOAE in the frequency range from 960 Hz to 1920 Hz. One block was 8.54 s long and contained both primaries, either with or without the contralateral elicitor. Blocks were separated by 0.676 s to allow MOCR to return to baseline functioning (Backus & [@bibr38-2331216519870942]). Therefore, one trial was 18.432 s long and was repeated 20 times.

The use of exponential sweeps during recording allowed for the use of the least squares fit algorithm (LSFA) as described by [@bibr58-2331216519870942] to separate the distortion and reflection components ([@bibr44-2331216519870942]; [@bibr49-2331216519870942]; [@bibr95-2331216519870942]) of the 2f1-f2 DPOAE. The output of the LSFA algorithm, for the ear canal recorded waveforms, provided amplitude and phase as a function of sweep frequency. This information was used to convert the signal from the frequency- to the time domain using inverse Fourier transform. Under ideal circumstances, the difference in time of arrival of the two DPOAE components must reveal itself as two distinct peaks in the time domain. However, the separation between the time domain peaks is not homogenous across participants and sometimes multiple peaks occur. Therefore, we manually selected the cutoff time between the two components. This was done by moving the cutoff point in the form of a "component separating slider" along the signal in the time axis. The final cutoff was set at a time point where two distinct phase responses across frequency---flat for distortion component and rapidly changing for reflection component---was clearly visible. Two rectangular filters were then applied on either side of the cutoff point to Fourier transform the signals into distortion and reflection component OAE magnitudes. Calibration of tones and noise for the DPOAE experiment was the same as the SFOAE experiment.

DPOAE components were separated to avoid spurious enhancements in the DPOAE amplitude due to MOCR activation. Such enhancements presumably occur due to the interaction between the reflection and distortion components owing to their relative phase changes with MOCR activation (Abdala et al., 2009; [@bibr28-2331216519870942]). The difference in amplitude as a function of frequency between with- and without- elicitor conditions was obtained to quantify the MOCR effect on both separated and unseparated DPOAE components. Prior to applying LSFA, noisy epochs were rejected by comparing RMS level across epochs (1.024 s length of data). The noisiest epochs were rejected until no further decrement in SNR was observed.

Data Collection Procedures {#sec13-2331216519870942}
--------------------------

Data were acquired for both studies simultaneously and in some cases across two sessions due to time constraints. For the data across OAE types to be considered for statistical analyses, the following criteria must be satisfied: (a) \<10% artifact rejection, (b) minimum SNR of 12 dB, and (c) no MEMR activation (described later). In addition, (d) for CEOAEs, a correlation coefficient of 0.85 or higher between the two response buffers was also required. In our experience, the SFOAE measurement described here was the most vulnerable to participant movement and noise, and it took the longest complete. Therefore, the SFOAE measurements were always completed in the first session in participants whose data were acquired over two sessions. This allowed for the identification of participants with unreliable SFOAEs, and these participants were not recalled for further OAE testing. In total, 17 children from the LiD group and 3 children from the TD group were rejected in Study 2. More children were excluded from further analysis in the LiD group due to a combination of either relatively high level of breathing noise in the ear canal or an inability to sit quietly (despite repeated instructions to do so). An alternative reason contributing to fewer rejections in the TD group is that these children were drawn from a pool who have previously taken part in hearing studies at our center. These children may be quieter in part because they know what is expected of them during such physiological measurements. Despite SFOAE measurement being the most sensitive-to-noise measure, it has the largest *n*-size because five participants (four in the LiD and one in the TD group) who took part in the SFOAE study did not return for other OAE measurements. Therefore, the n-size (26 in the LiD group and 21 in the TD) at the start of other OAE experiments was smaller relative to the SFOAE measurement. In addition to the loss to follow-up, there were further rejections due to the data quality measures described earlier. The final n-size for both studies is provided in [Table 2](#table2-2331216519870942){ref-type="table"}. Table 2.Final n-Size Across OAE Types for Both Studies After Data Postprocessing for Quality.GroupStudy 1Study 2CEOAECEOAESFOAEDPOAE~mix~DPOAE~dis~DPOAE~ref~LiD172130222218TD171621171715[^2]

Experimental Procedures {#sec14-2331216519870942}
-----------------------

During data acquisition, participants sat in a comfortable chair in a double-walled sound attenuated booth (Eckel Industries, ON) and watched a silent closed-captioned movie. They were encouraged to relax and swallow as few times as comfortable. All OAEs were recorded from only one ear per participant. The ear being tested was the ear with the larger DPOAE amplitude obtained during the screening process. The nature of the study was explained prior to obtaining written informed assent from every participant and informed consent from participants' parent/caregiver. Participants were compensated for their time with gift cards toward books or school supplies. All study procedures were approved by the Health Sciences Research Ethics Board of Western University, Canada.

Test for MEMR {#sec15-2331216519870942}
-------------

In addition to recruiting participants with high enough ARTs (\>70 dB HL) and using an elicitor level that was less likely to elicit the MEMR (60 dB SPL), we employed three additional metrics to test for MEMR activation.

In Study 1, a click-based test used in our prior work was employed ([@bibr15-2331216519870942]; [@bibr17-2331216519870942]). This test is based on the hypothesis that a significant MEMR would cause an increase in stimulus level due to an increase in impedance offered by the stiffer ossicular chain. A level increase of 1.4% (or 0.12 dB) has been suggested as an indication of MEMR activation ([@bibr1-2331216519870942]). To test for such changes in level, a 125 -μs window around the first trough of the click (and it is ringing) waveform was chosen, and the RMS levels within this window for elicitor-on/off conditions were compared. By choosing a region with high SNR and a single trough, we aimed to minimize the number of frequencies that may be involved in the estimation of the RMS amplitude. As seen in [Figure 3(a)](#fig3-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}, changes in the presence of MOCR elicitors do not exceed ±0.075 dB for any of the three lateralities (ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral). A further indication of MEMR activation would be a larger change in the stimulus level for the bilateral elicitor condition due to increased stimulus energy from binaural summation. However, the stimulus level changes in the bilateral condition were similar to either unilateral condition, and an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test does not show an effect of laterality, *F*(2, 68) = 0.26, *p* = .74, at the group level. Taken together, these results suggest that the MEMR was likely not activated (but see the third method in the final paragraph of this section). Figure 3.Violin plot demonstrating tests for the MEMR. Panel (a) shows the change in click (Δstimulus level) across the three lateralities in Study 1, and Panel (b) shows SFOAE group delay in the with contralateral elicitor condition in Study 2. The dashed gray line in Panel (a) is the normalized stimulus level in the baseline condition (no forward masker). Violin colors differentiate the CEOAE laterality. For each color, darker shades are data from the TD group, and lighter shades are from the LiD group (see [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} caption for details on violin plots).MEMR = middle ear muscle reflex; SFOAE = stimulus frequency otoacoustic emissions; TD = typically developing; LiD = listening difficulties.

In Study 2, an SFOAE group delay-based metric was used to detect MEMR activation. The rationale for the SFOAE method is that the MEMR-induced SFOAE group delay changes will produce very short delays owing to changes in the middle ear impedance ([@bibr40-2331216519870942]; [@bibr106-2331216519870942]). This is because the MOCR-induced changes in SFOAE level and phase occur only within the cochlea; therefore, the resulting SFOAE would still produce relatively long group delays commensurate with their round-trip travel time ([@bibr40-2331216519870942]; [@bibr106-2331216519870942]). A group delay of around 10 to 11 ms would be expected in the current study given that the SFOAEs are generated around the 1 kHz region. SFOAE group delay was calculated from the slope of the SFOAE phase as a function of frequency ([@bibr13-2331216519870942]; [@bibr40-2331216519870942]; [@bibr106-2331216519870942]). As seen in [Figure 3(b)](#fig3-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}, group delays of all included participants were comparable with 10 ms, the least being 8.44 ms. This result presumably suggests that the SFOAE level changes reported in the present study are likely due to the MOCR, and not the MEMR (but see the third method below).

Neither method previously employed is infallible. For instance, depending on the frequency, an MEMR activation may either increase or decrease the stimulus level ([@bibr31-2331216519870942]; [@bibr101-2331216519870942]). Spontaneous (S) and synchronized spontaneous (SS) OAEs add further complexity as they add MOCR-mediated effects to the stimulus that may mask MEMR mediated stimulus level increase ([@bibr61-2331216519870942]). Therefore, an additional criterion was imposed: conditions where the MOCR-mediated OAE change was larger than the group mean + 2 × SD were rejected. Overall, one participant in the TD group (in SFOAE) and one participant in the LiD group (in DPOAE reflection emission) was rejected for MEMR activation across two studies, and this was based on the mean + 2 × SD criteria. Even with this additional metric in place, it is not a guarantee that the presence of MEMR can be detected accurately. This is because the mean + 2 × SD criterion depends on the quality of the OAEs. Analysis of the same data presented here at a lower SNR criterion led to the rejection of a different participant. Even if an accurate MEMR detection test is in place, a question that remains to be answered is what effect does MEMR activation have on the observed MOCR, or how much MEMR is tolerable, especially for clicks? Therefore, until methods that are robust to SNR and S/SSOAE influence are developed and the understanding of the influence of the MEMR is improved, MOCR metrics must be treated with caution.

Results {#sec16-2331216519870942}
=======

Study 1: MOCR Strength Is Not Different Between Groups for Unilateral and Bilateral Conditions {#sec17-2331216519870942}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Raw and mean ΔOAE across all elicitor lateralities and the mBIC are presented in [Figure 4](#fig4-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}. First, group effects and Group × Laterality interactions were tested using a repeated measure (RM)-ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser corrections applied for degrees of freedom when sphericity was violated. Contrary to our prediction and prior reports ([@bibr16-2331216519870942]; [@bibr71-2331216519870942]), there were no group effects, *F*(1, 32) = 0.88, *p* = .36, or Group × Laterality interactions, *F*(1.9, 61.5) = 1.98, *p* = .15. This result suggests that the strength of the MOCR does not vary between LiD and TD groups. Figure 4.Study 1 MOCR effect across the three lateralities and the mBIC. In Panel (a), normalized mean MOCR inhibition (%), that is, ΔCEOAE, for the different lateralities is plotted. The mBIC is plotted in Panel (b). In Panel (b), the dashed gray line at 0 represents the condition ipsilateral + contralateral MOCR = bilateral MOCR. As such, negative values indicate larger bilateral MOCR, and positive values indicate smaller bilateral MOCR re: ipsilateral + contralateral MOCR. Violin colors differentiate the CEOAE laterality. For each color, darker shades are data from the TD group, and lighter shades are from the LiD group (see [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} caption for details on violin plots).CEOAE = click-evoked otoacoustic emissions; mBIC = MOCR--binaural interaction component; TD = typically developing; LiD = listening difficulties.

There was, however, a significant main effect of laterality, *F*(1.9, 61.5) = 99, *p* \< .001, η^2^~Partial~ = 0.76, owing to the larger bilateral ΔCEOAE (see [Figure 4(a)](#fig4-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}). Post hoc tests after false discovery rate (FDR; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) corrections with data collapsed across groups showed a significant difference between bilateral ΔCEOAE and both ipsilateral---mean difference \[MD\] = 12.3%, 95% confidence interval \[95% CI\] = ±2.5%, *t*(33) = 10.2, *p* \< .001---and contralateral---MD = 13.3%, 95% CI = ±2%, *t*(33) = 13.5, *p* \< .001---ΔCEOAE. There was no difference between ipsilateral and contralateral ΔCEOAE--- MD = 1.1%, 95% CI = ±2%, *t*(33) = 1.1, *p* = .3---consistent with some prior studies that show similar MOCR strengths between ipsilateral and contralateral MOCR effects ([@bibr11-2331216519870942]; [@bibr56-2331216519870942]). However, frequency-specific differences between ipsilateral and contralateral activation and tuning pattern of the MOCR have been reported when measured using SFOAEs ([@bibr57-2331216519870942]). Further, an independent sample *t* test showed no significant difference in mBIC between the two groups, MD = −1.97%, 95% CI = ±5.9%, *t*(32) = −0.75, *p* = .12, as evident in [Figure 4(b)](#fig4-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}. The lack of difference between groups for mBIC is contrary to BIC studies that show reduced binaural interaction in children with LiD ([@bibr29-2331216519870942]; [@bibr36-2331216519870942]).

Two secondary analyses (within and across epoch) were conducted to test whether group differences exist when temporal aspects of the MOCR are considered. In the first temporal analysis, the CEOAE waveform (5--20 ms) within each epoch was separated into six 2.5-ms long sequential time windows (see [Figure 5(a--c](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"})). Individual ΔCEOAE were then calculated for each of the six time windows in the same manner as the original ΔCEOAE earlier, with the corresponding no-elicitor time windows as the reference. Mean ΔCEOAE across time windows are plotted in [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} for both groups. RM-ANOVA with time, elicitor laterality, and the group as independent variables and ΔCEOAE as a dependent variable did not show any significant group effects or interactions (*p* \> .05), consistent with the original ΔCEOAE analysis earlier. There was again a significant effect of the elicitor, *F*(2, 64) = 61.5, *p* \< .001, η^2^~Partial~ = 0.66. In addition, there was a significant effect of time, *F*(5, 160) = 10.7, *p* \< .001, η^2^~Partial~ = 0.25. There were no interactions between time × elicitor (*p* \> .05). When collapsed across group and elicitor laterality, post hoc tests suggested that the MOCR inhibition increases with time, substantially beyond 10 ms. Because an analysis of MOCR across time is not the primary focus of this study, these post hoc results are not included in this report. It should, however, be noted that because consecutive click epochs within the 96 ms block (see [Figure 1(a)](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}) were collapsed, this analysis is not a true "temporal" analysis. The across time-window difference in MOCR activity likely reflects MOCR effects that are typically stronger for frequencies in the range of 0.8--3 kHz relative to higher frequencies ([@bibr57-2331216519870942]; [@bibr107-2331216519870942]). Due to frequency dispersion in the cochlea, OAEs at this narrow band of frequencies appear in the ear canal later compared with higher frequencies. For instance, 1 kHz is thought to have a delay of around 10 ms ([@bibr88-2331216519870942], [@bibr89-2331216519870942]). This frequency-delay relationship likely results in larger MOCR effects at and beyond the 10 ms CEOAE delay as seen in [Figure 5(a)](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} to ([c](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 5.Temporal analysis. analysis of ΔCEOAE across different time scales. Within-epoch analysis is shown in the top row: Panels (a), (b), and (c) represent ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral elicitor conditions, respectively. Mean ΔCEOAE obtained in successive 2.5-ms temporal bins (*x* axis) is plotted for both TD (circles, darker shades) and LiD (squares, lighter shades). Across-epoch analysis is shown in the bottom row; Panels (d), (e), and (f) represent ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral elicitor conditions, respectively. Mean ΔCEOAE (for the entire epoch duration 5--20 ms) obtained in four successive epochs following elicitor cessation is plotted for both TD (circles, darker shades) and LiD (squares, lighter shades). In the bottom panels, time on *x* axis also includes the 2-ms silent period following elicitor cessation (see [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}). Error bars represent 1 SD.CEOAE = click-evoked otoacoustic emissions; TD = typically developing; LiD = listening difficulties.

In the second temporal analysis, shown in [Figure 5(d)](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} to ([f](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}), an across-epoch analysis was carried out. This is a true temporal analysis as the temporal aspects of the CEOAE were preserved during averaging. Here, CEOAE levels of the entire epoch for each of the four epochs that followed a noise elicitor were obtained. ΔCEOAE was then calculated using the corresponding reference click epochs from the two baseline blocks (see [Figure 1(a)](#fig1-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis provided data on MOCR inhibition decay over time in four time steps (22, 46, 70, and 94 ms). Note in [Figure 5(d)](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} to ([f](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}), the first time window starts at 7 ms instead of 5 ms where the OAE window starts after each click presentation. This is due to the 2-ms silence period following the elicitor presentation. In the same fashion as within-epoch temporal analysis, an RM-ANOVA with time, elicitor laterality, and the group as independent variables and ΔCEOAE as a dependent variable did not show any significant group interactions or a main effect of the group (*p* \> .05). There was a significant effect of elicitor, *F*(2, 64) = 36.2, *p* \< .001, η^2^~Partial~ = 0.5, and a significant effect of time, *F*(2.3, 74.9) = 6.9, *p* = .001, η^2^~Partial~ = 0.2. Post hoc tests (not included) with data collapsed across groups and elicitor literalities demonstrate the well-known temporal decay of MOCR over time, that is, smaller ΔCEOAE with increasing time (Backus & [@bibr38-2331216519870942]).

Finally, to test whether non-APD children in the LiD group had larger MOC inhibition than children diagnosed as APD, additional analyses were performed where APD (*n* = 10) and non-APD (*n* = 7) were separated into two groups, and their MOC inhibition was compared using FDR-corrected independent sample *t* tests. Results showed no significant difference in MOC inhibition for ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral conditions (*p* \> .05). This result suggests that the inclusion of non-APD children in the LiD group likely did not contribute to the lack of group difference between LiD and TD groups.

Study 2: MOCR Strength Is Similar Between Groups for All OAE Types {#sec18-2331216519870942}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Mean MOC inhibition across OAE types and groups is plotted in [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}. Statistical analyses were complicated by the uneven rejection of participants across OAE types. For instance, a participant may be rejected for poor SFOAE but may have good DPOAEs, and vice versa. If an RM analysis was performed, this type of participant rejection would have led to an n-size of only 12. This would significantly reduce the power of the study, undoing the advantage of performing an RM-ANOVA. To avoid this, group means were compared using independent sample *t* tests for each OAE type separately with FDR corrections for performing multiple comparisons. Figure 6.Study 2---MOCR effect across the three OAE types. The magnitude of MOC inhibition of OAEs (normalized change in level re: baseline elicitor-off condition) is plotted for all OAE types. Violin colors represent OAE type. For each color, darker shades are data from the TD group, and lighter shades are from the LiD group (see [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} caption for details on violin plots).OAE = otoacoustic emissions; MOCR = medial olivocochlear reflex; CEOAE = click-evoked otoacoustic emissions; SFOAE = stimulus frequency otoacoustic emissions; DPOAE = distortion product otoacoustic emissions.

As evidenced in [Table 3](#table3-2331216519870942){ref-type="table"}, none of the OAE types demonstrate a significant group difference (*p* \> .05), suggesting that the MOCR inhibition is not significantly different between TD and LiD children. Further, similar to Study 1, group comparison between children with and without the diagnosis of APD in the LiD group was not significant (*p* \> .05) in their MOCR strength measured using any of the OAEs. Table 3.Results of Across-Group Comparison (TD vs. LiD) for all OAE Types Using Independent Sample *t* Test.ΔCEOAEΔSFOAEΔDPOAE~mixed~ΔDPOAE~distortion~ΔDPOAE~reflection~MD (%) (TD − LiD) ± CI~95%~2.48 (±4.6)0.34 (±3.8)−0.83 (±3.5)−1.64 (±3.3)0.98 (±5.6)*t*(*df*), *p*1.1(35), .430.18(49), .86−0.48(37), .63−1.01(37), .320.35(31), .72FDR-corrected *p* value0.790.860.850.790.85[^3]

Discussion {#sec19-2331216519870942}
==========

Our motivation for the present study was to comprehensively evaluate the role of the MOCR in LiD. To this end, we employed multiple OAE-based methods while controlling for known methodological shortcomings. Our results suggest that the MOCR is unlikely to play a role in children with LiD or APD.

MOCR Measured Using Multiple OAE Types and MOCR Lateralities Do Not Support a Compromised MOCR in the LiD Group {#sec20-2331216519870942}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigated group differences in the ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral MOCR using forward masking in addition to the traditional contralateral MOCR method using simultaneous noise. Our motivation was that bilateral MOCR effects are larger relative to unilateral activations at similar OAE SNR ([@bibr11-2331216519870942]; [@bibr15-2331216519870942]; [@bibr56-2331216519870942]). Bilateral elicitors presumably also activate the entire MOCR network ([@bibr38-2331216519870942]; [@bibr78-2331216519870942]). Therefore, if deficits in MOCR were prevalent in the LiD group, these differences should be more apparent in the bilateral condition. Our results from Study 1 suggest that the MOCR elicited using forward masking across the three lateralities does not provide evidence for reduced MOCR function in children with LiD. This result is corroborated by MOCR indexed using other OAE types measured in a traditional contralateral presentation of simultaneous noise in Study 2. Therefore, the forward masking paradigm could not be the sole reason for the lack of group difference in Study 1. Furthermore, if the hypothesis that MOCR function is weaker in children with LiD was true, a weaker MOCR function should reveal itself in any type of MOCR stimulation, including simultaneous or forward masked.

Within- and Across-Epoch Temporal Analysis of CEOAE Lateralities Do Not Support a Compromised MOCR in the LiD Group {#sec21-2331216519870942}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The forward masking paradigm in Study 1 also allowed for analysis of CEOAEs across time. CEOAEs were considered in 2.5 ms windows within an epoch and in larger 15 ms windows across epochs. This secondary analysis was conducted to test whether group differences in MOCR strength existed at specific temporal windows that may be washed out when data are averaged across time. No previous studies have reported across epoch, that is, time-course of MOCR function in LiD or related disorders. However, three prior studies have reported within-epoch temporal analysis. [@bibr71-2331216519870942] reported a significant group difference in a slightly shorter and later time window (8--20 ms) but not when the entire CEOAE duration was (2.5--20 ms) was considered. [@bibr204-2331216519870942] performed an overlapping (1 ms-moving window) temporal analysis; however, they did not report on group differences (high vs. low scorers in a speech-in-noise test) or the actual post-stimulus time of their time windows. [@bibr33-2331216519870942] reported marked enhancement in their study group (learning disability) in the 12 to 14 ms window. Like [@bibr33-2331216519870942], as seen in [Figure 5(a)](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"} to ([c](#fig5-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}), MOCR strength increases beyond 10 ms in the present study, but no group differences were noted.

As described in the Results section, the within epoch time-window analysis does not reflect a true MOCR temporal effect. The ∼10 ms CEOAE delay likely corresponds to CEOAEs generated around the 1 kHz region when measured using emissions generated by the coherent reflection mechanism ([@bibr45-2331216519870942]; [@bibr88-2331216519870942], [@bibr89-2331216519870942]; [@bibr90-2331216519870942]). The loss of significance in [@bibr71-2331216519870942]) when a longer time window (2.5 to 20 ms) was considered corroborates our argument that when higher frequencies (earlier CEOAE components) were included, where the MOCR activity is much lower, the group effects were washed out. Our across-epoch temporal analysis (Study 1), where the time-course of the MOCR is preserved, did not show any group differences. Therefore, it can be suggested that there are no significant differences in the time-course of the MOCR between groups.

Binaural Interaction of the MOCR Is Not Different Between LiD and TD Groups {#sec22-2331216519870942}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intrigued by a difference in the mBIC between adults and TD children in a prior study ([@bibr16-2331216519870942]) and because children with LiD have been reported to have deficits in binaural interaction ([@bibr36-2331216519870942]; [@bibr81-2331216519870942]), we also measured the mBIC in the present study. In contrast to the reported deficits in binaural interaction in the afferent pathway (BIC), we did not find a significant group difference in the mBIC. There are considerable differences between the BIC and the mBIC. The scalp-recorded BIC is thought to be a complex sum of distributed sources from multiple levels of the auditory system ([@bibr62-2331216519870942]; [@bibr98-2331216519870942]). The mBIC, however, is presumably only due to MOC neurons in the brainstem. Therefore, whereas the mBIC is likely to reflect only the MOCR effects, the BIC might capture deficits from a wider array of neural structures from across auditory pathways along the entire brainstem. As such, the lack of group effects in the mBIC is consistent with the results in ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral conditions.

While no previous studies have reported on mBIC in children with LiD, studies have investigated the left--right asymmetry in MOCR function, a measure similar to, but not the same or analogous to, the mBIC. A few studies report a left-bias in MOCR activity in individuals with LiD (or related disorders) in contrast to a right bias in the control group ([@bibr22-2331216519870942]; [@bibr33-2331216519870942]; [@bibr97-2331216519870942]). [@bibr97-2331216519870942] also reported a change from such "atypical" asymmetry to typical right-bias asymmetry in children with reading disability following audiovisual training. Such atypical symmetry in auditory processing has been reported across several disorders when measured using electrophysiological (e.g., [@bibr21-2331216519870942]) and behavioral methods (e.g., [@bibr42-2331216519870942]). However, because we tested only one ear per participant, our data cannot provide evidence for or against such laterality differences. Future studies may pursue this avenue in children with LiD rather than compare group differences in MOCR strength in one ear.

Taken together, the findings of the present study are inconsistent with prior reports, including one of our own ([@bibr13-2331216519870942]; [@bibr33-2331216519870942]; [@bibr71-2331216519870942]; [@bibr79-2331216519870942]; [@bibr103-2331216519870942]) but are consistent with others ([@bibr24-2331216519870942]; [@bibr26-2331216519870942]; [@bibr97-2331216519870942]) in that the MOCR function in children with LiD does not differ from their TD peers. Several reasons could have led to the difference in findings between the present study and studies that report group differences between children/adults with APD (or related disorders) and their respective controls.

### 1. Insufficient control for the MEMR {#sec23-2331216519870942}

For instance, [@bibr71-2331216519870942] reported that normal contralateral MEMR was one of their criteria for including children in their study but did not mention any cutoff values. [@bibr8-2331216519870942] did find significantly larger thresholds and a greater number of absent MEMR in their study group relative to TD children. [@bibr103-2331216519870942] presented CEOAE evoking clicks at 83 dB peSPL; two other studies presented clicks at 74 dB peSPL ([@bibr8-2331216519870942]; [@bibr71-2331216519870942]) in conjunction with a contralateral elicitor at 40 dB SL. These levels are likely to elicit ipsilateral MOCR and possibly also the MEMR ([@bibr15-2331216519870942]; [@bibr40-2331216519870942]). Other studies either do not report a MEMR criterion or report all their participants had MEMR thresholds greater than their MOCR elicitor level. Recent studies have shown that the MEMR can be elicited at much lower levels compared with MEMR thresholds obtained from a clinical immittance meter ([@bibr35-2331216519870942]; [@bibr40-2331216519870942]; [@bibr86-2331216519870942]).

In the present study, we used low click levels (55 dB peSPL), a relatively slower click repetition rate (41.67 Hz vs. 50 Hz in prior studies), and moderate elicitor level (60 dB SPL) while monitoring MEMR in all measurements. Despite using stimuli that are less likely to elicit MEMR (re: prior studies), we rejected two participants based on our MEMR criteria. Given that children in the LiD group have elevated or absent MEMR ([@bibr4-2331216519870942]), it is possible that the combination of faster click rates, higher stimulus levels, and insufficient rigor in detecting the MEMR during MOCR measurements could lead to an apparent increase in MOCR inhibition in the TD group if MEMR was driving the OAE inhibition. This larger MEMR-mediated OAE level change in the TD group could be mistaken as reduced MOCR functioning in the LiD group. This argument, however, may not apply for SFOAEs as they are less likely to elicit MEMR relative to other OAE types ([@bibr40-2331216519870942]). Nonetheless, these arguments imply that it is critical to monitor the MEMR during MOCR measures. Considering new developments in our understanding of MOCR measurements, data from prior studies lacking the rigor to differentiate MOCR from MEMR-induced changes in OAEs must be interpreted with caution.

### 2. Variability in MOCR estimation {#sec24-2331216519870942}

There is considerable variability and overlap in MOCR activity (ΔOAE) between groups. OAE-based MOCR metrics, in general, have large variability. For instance, in MOCR studies on young normal-hearing individuals, [@bibr200-2331216519870942], using a vector change in SFOAEs, reported a mean MOCR strength of 35 ± 12% (*n* = 25); [@bibr32-2331216519870942] reported 41% inhibition when using 60 dB peSPL clicks (*n* = 13); [@bibr66-2331216519870942] reported 14% (*n* = 35); and [@bibr1-2331216519870942] reported between 5% and 34% based on DPOAE frequency and component in 91 participants with ages ranging from 13 to 73 years. In the present study, the mean ΔOAE ranged from 12.7% in the DPOAE distortion component to 27% in CEOAEs. Across studies, it is evident that the MOCR indexed using different OAEs vary widely and the MOCR magnitude also vary within a given OAE type in a level- and frequency-dependent manner. Such variability makes direct comparisons across studies difficult; this was one of our motivations for Study 2. Consequently, the RM design across OAE types employed in Study 2 was able to overcome some of these limitations. Therefore, despite such large variability, the lack of group difference in the present study across OAE types provides confidence that deficits in the MOCR may not be prevalent in children with LiD.

The presence of S/SSOAEs may also influence MOCR estimation ([@bibr39-2331216519870942]). S/SSOAEs were not monitored in the present study. All OAEs in the present study were sampled across at least a 300-Hz range with a reasonable frequency resolution providing an adequate number of frequency samples where evoked OAEs would be expected to dominate the MOCR effects. As such, even if S/SSOAEs were present, they may not be the dominant source of MOCR across OAEs and groups. Further, even if S/SSOAEs were monitored, although frequencies neighboring S/SSOAE in the SF- and DPOAEs may be ignored (e.g., [@bibr40-2331216519870942]), there is currently no efficient means to eliminate S/SSOAE effects in CEOAEs. Nonetheless, accounting for S/SSOAEs during MOCR measurements in the future may reduce the variability within and across groups.

### 3. Reliability of MOCR methods and enhancements in OAE magnitude {#sec25-2331216519870942}

Test--retest reliability is critical for replicability in science. Therefore, the rather poor test--retest reliability of MOCR methods is unsettling ([@bibr51-2331216519870942]; [@bibr63-2331216519870942]; also see [@bibr66-2331216519870942]). The large variability in MOCR strength added with the subpar reliability of current methods might explain at least some of the discrepancies across studies. If MOCR tests were to be used in understanding APD, further refinements must be made to the current methods to improve their test--retest reliability.

Some of the reliability issues may be related to the use of low SNR criteria (described later); others may be inherent to the OAE itself. One such variability might arise from how investigators treat MOCR-mediated enhancements in OAE level. For instance, [@bibr33-2331216519870942] reported that individuals with learning disability demonstrated larger enhancements, as opposed to inhibition, in CEOAE amplitude with MOCR activation relative to controls. They speculated deficiencies in the primary MOCR neurotransmitter (acetylcholine \[ACh\]) or an "overshoot" of OAE activity following a release from the putative slow MOCR effects could have led to larger OAEs following MOCR activation. However, with recent advances in our understanding of OAE generation and propagation mechanisms, we now know that enhancements in OAE amplitude occur predominantly due to phase changes in OAE caused by MOCR activation rather than an actual enhancement of cochlear activity (Abdala et al., 2008; [@bibr28-2331216519870942]; [@bibr104-2331216519870942]). In addition, such enhancements typically tend to occur at spectral valleys where the SNR is very low. For this reason, we did not include MOCR-mediated enhancements and data points that were within 12 dB from the noise floor. We also separated DPOAE components in Study 2 to minimize any spurious OAE level changes resulting from the mixing of distortion and reflection components. With such quality indicators in place, neither CEOAE nor DPOAE components show group differences in the present study. Why such enhancements occur only in the study group of [@bibr33-2331216519870942] is still an open question and needs further investigation. Because we included only children with a complaint of LiD, direct extrapolation of current results to other disorders, such as learning disability (e.g., [@bibr33-2331216519870942]), may not be possible. However, our data might provide some general reasoning based on a qualitative comparison of observed enhancements across OAE types ([Figure 2(b)](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}).

As seen in [Figure 2(b)](#fig2-2331216519870942){ref-type="fig"}, the median percentage of enhancements varied across OAE types with the least in SFOAEs where only one participant demonstrated MOCR enhancement. In the mixed DPOAE, Abdala et al. (2008) showed that the relative difference in inhibition of distortion versus reflection emissions caused phase-related enhancements in the composite DPOAE spectrum. Our data, with the distortion and reflection emission separated, show considerable reduction in such enhancements (re: mixed DPOAE), corroborating Abdala et al. (2008), but they nonetheless persist. Therefore, phase-related changes may not be the only reason that causes enhancements in OAE magnitude upon MOCR activation. The fact that SFOAEs show no such enhancements (except for one participant) leads us to speculate two additional factors that may be at play: (a) proximity of the OAE frequencies and (b) presence of SOAEs. Both CEOAEs and DPOAEs were elicited at much closer frequency bins relative to SFOAEs in the present study. In addition, whereas SFOAEs were elicited using discrete tones, CEOAEs were elicited using clicks that theoretically contain all frequencies instantaneously and DPOAEs using sweeps that rapidly change in frequency over time. Therefore, both CEOAE and DPOAEs have a greater chance of between-frequency interactions causing mutual intracochlear suppression of OAE wavelets. If the phase/level of one or more of the frequencies involved in mutual suppression is altered upon MOCR activation, causing a release from suppression, it could lead to an apparent enhancement in the OAE magnitude. Such release from intracochlear suppression has been demonstrated previously in SOAEs ([@bibr23-2331216519870942]; [@bibr72-2331216519870942]) and transiently evoked SFOAEs ([@bibr50-2331216519870942]). As such, the presence of S/SSOAEs may also lead to such enhancements in evoked OAE frequencies neighboring S/SSOAEs. Due to such uncertainties, we did not include OAE level enhancements in the present study. While it may be conservative, it is probably prudent to do so.

### 4. Inadequate SNR {#sec26-2331216519870942}

Several recent studies have emphasized that the reliability of a MOCR-mediated change depends critically on the SNR of the OAE being measured. [@bibr40-2331216519870942] suggested that an SNR of at least 9 dB is required to reliably detect a change in OAE level. [@bibr35-2331216519870942] further emphasized this and reported that to detect a 2-dB change in OAE with 99% confidence, an SNR of 12 dB is required. With the exception of [@bibr13-2331216519870942], no previous studies that investigated the MOCR in children with APD or related disorders have employed the minimum required 9 dB SNR criterion. While more recent studies have adopted a 6-dB criterion or used statistical metrics ([@bibr24-2331216519870942]), older studies have typically used a 3-dB criterion.

The 3-dB criterion is presumably a remnant of the SNR criteria applied for detecting the presence of OAEs in clinical equipment ([@bibr47-2331216519870942]). While the 3 dB SNR may be adequate for detecting the presence of OAE for screening purposes, it is inadequate for detecting a change in the OAE due to MOCR (ΔOAE). A 3 dB SNR suggests that the OAE is only 1.4 times larger than the noise floor. The across-condition difference, that is, MOCR magnitude or the ΔOAE, based on signals so close to the noise floor is likely to be influenced by noise and may lead to poor test--retest scores. For instance, [@bibr83-2331216519870942] reported no statistical group difference in MOCR magnitude between their APD and TD groups. But the authors also reported that they repeated their measurement three times and determined the true change in CEOAE level in children who showed a positive ΔCEOAE. This clearly demonstrates the inconsistency in estimates of MOCR mediated change in CEOAE. Given that the test--retest reliability of current MOCR methods is rather low despite following strict SNR criteria (e.g., [@bibr63-2331216519870942]), it is not surprising that replicating the results of studies that used a low SNR criterion has been a challenge. [@bibr53-2331216519870942]) suggested that clicks presented at a higher level (∼ 80 dB ppeSPL) provide an SNR advantage over clicks presented at lower levels, despite a reduction in overall MOCR effect at higher levels. Future studies might consider using clicks at higher levels, but at lower rates ([@bibr17-2331216519870942]), to study the MOCR, especially when comparing MOCR function across groups.

### 5. The inclusion of non-APD children {#sec27-2331216519870942}

An argument could be made that the inclusion of non-APD children together with APD children in the present study might have reduced any difference between the LiD and TD groups. In most prior studies, the study group consisted only of individuals diagnosed to have a disorder, either APD or a related disorder. In the present study, we included all children who were referred to our audiology clinic with a complaint of listening difficulty in the study group, irrespective of their diagnosis as APD or non-APD. Additional analyses done in both studies (1 and 2) do not show evidence for a difference in MOCR function between APD and non-APD children within the study group. Therefore, including children without an APD diagnosis, as recommended by ASHA (2005), likely did not contribute to the lack of group difference in MOCR functioning in the present study.

### 6. Auditory deficits that underlie APD {#sec28-2331216519870942}

APD is diagnosed using a behavioral test battery ([@bibr6-2331216519870942]). Several recent studies have suggested that the use of behavioral methods alone may under- or overestimate the auditory deficits depending on language, attention, and cognitive abilities of the child ([@bibr27-2331216519870942]; [@bibr67-2331216519870942]; [@bibr80-2331216519870942]). In addition, APD clinical practice guidelines ([@bibr5-2331216519870942]) suggest the use of objective physiological methods to augment behavioral test battery. As seen in [Table 1](#table1-2331216519870942){ref-type="table"}, studies have used a variety of definitions for APD diagnosis, leading to large variability. In addition, deficits that may be revealed when tested using objective methods recommended by [@bibr6-2331216519870942]) remain uninvestigated because objective methods are not typically included in the diagnosis process ([@bibr4-2331216519870942]; [@bibr69-2331216519870942]). By including children irrespective of their APD diagnosis if the study group, we attempted to mitigate any limitations of the behavioral test battery. However, this approach does not solve the problem of variability in the deficits across children with APD.

In the present study, children in the LiD group failed almost equally across the five behavioral tests administered as part of the APD test battery (SSW, PPT, GDT, DLF, and WIC), with the least number of children failing in the frequency discrimination test (DLF). This variability in auditory processing skills suggests a lack of consistency in deficits among children with LiD. [@bibr4-2331216519870942] also reported that no one objective or behavioral test was abnormal in all children in their APD or LiD group, and objective measures did not always correlate with behavioral test outcomes. How different deficits, while still within the premise of the unitary diagnosis, APD, may be related to MOCR function is complicated by this heterogeneity. It is also possible that auditory processing of children in the present study's LiD group may have been on par with the TD group, but other nonauditory factors (e.g., attention; [@bibr67-2331216519870942], [@bibr69-2331216519870942]) may have played a predominant role in their listening problems. Such children, at least at a group level, may not be different in behavioral or physiological measures from the TD group. The inability to separately examine such children is a limitation of the current study and the APD diagnosis process. Another potential pitfall of the study is also that the APD tests were not administered on children in the TD group. While it is unlikely that TD children who do not complain of any LiD will fail tests in the APD battery, such a possibility cannot be dismissed. For this reason, the lack of group differences in MOCR function in the present study could also be due to the possibility that TD children were poor performers on par with the LiD group.

Final Remarks and Alternate Approaches {#sec29-2331216519870942}
--------------------------------------

The present study was motivated by the lack of consensus on MOCR function in children with APD. Data from the present study conclusively show that MOCR is unlikely to be a candidate mechanism in LiD, and possibly APD. While it is possible that MOCR function may be reduced or compromised in some children, it certainly is not prevalent in what is considered LiD or APD. It is apparent that differences in findings across studies might have stemmed from multiple reasons discussed earlier and can possibly be distilled down to the variability and reliability of MOCR methods and the heterogeneity in auditory processing deficits that underlie LiD.

Investigators seeking to study the MOCR-APD relationship might follow alternate approaches. From a methodological perspective, robust and repeatable methods must be employed. For instance, a high SNR criterion must be enforced with adequate protection against contamination of MOCR by MEMR effects. For instance, higher click levels could be employed as suggested by [@bibr53-2331216519870942] while lowering the click rate ([@bibr17-2331216519870942]). Although we ensured all our stimuli were presented at accurate levels, using calibration techniques that reduce variability in stimulus level at the eardrum, such as forward pressure calibration, may improve test--retest reliability and decrease between-subject variability ([@bibr92-2331216519870942]). These new calibration techniques may improve the reliability of both OAE and MOCR measures. Alternatively, MEMR measures may be used in place of MOCR measures. MEMR measures are typically conducted at high stimulus levels; therefore, they inherently offer better SNR and are much faster than current OAE-based MOCR measures. In addition, there is evidence to suggest that the MEMR may be affected in children with LiD ([@bibr4-2331216519870942]; Saxena, Allan, & Allen, 2015, 2017), although these results remain to be replicated. From the perspective of the heterogeneity in processing deficits within APD, it may be more useful for future studies to employ single-subject designs (e.g., [@bibr77-2331216519870942]) in children with LiD who do show reduced or absent MOCR activity. That is, in a similar vein to the five APD tests employed to determine APD candidacy in the present study, adding further tests, including electrophysiology, could shed more light on auditory deficits that co-occur with a compromised MOCR. Another option is studying MOCR functioning in targeted deficits rather than an umbrella APD diagnosis ([@bibr30-2331216519870942]). An example of such disorder is the spatial processing disorder where children have been reported to be selectively deficient in taking advantage of spatial release from masking for speech perception ([@bibr202-2331216519870942]; but also see [@bibr9-2331216519870942]; [@bibr87-2331216519870942]).

Conclusion {#sec30-2331216519870942}
==========

We used a comprehensive approach to investigate multiple facets of OAE-based MOCR functioning in children with LiD. We investigated group differences in (a) the ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral MOCR; (b) the temporal dimension of within- and across epochs in CEOAEs; (c) multiple evoked OAE types (CEOAE, DPOAE, and SFOAE) while including only high-quality data by using low click levels and slow rates as well as low elicitor levels to minimize MEMR activation and by applying high SNR criterion (12 dB SNR). Across all methods and OAE types, we did not find a significant difference in MOCR functioning between LiD and TD groups. Collectively, with all the data safeguards in place across OAE types and methods, the consistency in the lack of a group difference in MOCR activity suggests that the MOCR is unlikely to play a role in LiD or APD. A compromised MOCR would have supported the hypothesis that the MOCR is a candidate mechanism in the speech-in-noise difficulties reported by children referred for APD diagnosis in indeed the MOCR does play a role in speech perception in noise. Results from the present study thus suggest that the MOCR is unlikely to play a role in speech-in-noise difficulties in APD. Future investigations on the MOCR-APD link should be undertaken using alternative approaches that are robust to variability in the MOCR as well as APD.
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[^1]: *Note*. MOCR = medial olivocochlear reflex; APD = auditory processing disorder; OAE = otoacoustic emissions; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio; MEMR = middle ear muscle reflex; CEOAE = click-evoked otoacoustic emissions; SPL = sound pressure level; peSPL = peak equivalent sound pressure level; BBN = broadband noise; EA = equivalent attenuation; SPIN = speech perception in noise; TEOAE = transient-evoked otoacoustic emissions; SSW = staggered spondaic word test; DPOAE = distortion product otoacoustic emissions.

[^2]: *Note*. CEOAE = click-evoked otoacoustic emissions; SFOAE = stimulus frequency otoacoustic emissions; DPOAE = distortion product otoacoustic emissions; LiD = listening difficulties; TD = typically developing; mix = mixed/composite DPOAE; dis = distortion type DPOAE; ref = reflection type DPOAE.

[^3]: *Note*. CEOAE = click-evoked otoacoustic emissions; SFOAE = stimulus frequency otoacoustic emissions; DPOAE = distortion product otoacoustic emissions; MD = mean difference; TD = typically developing; LiD = listening difficulties; CI = confidence interval; FDR = false discovery rate.
